PRESS RELEASE
LONDON, UK, 2 December 2020

Yeming Wang strengthens Advisory Board of Sky Engine AI
As we strive to further strengthen our presence in AI markets, Sky Engine is enormously honoured to welcome Yeming
Wang, former General Manager EMEA in Alibaba Cloud and CEO Huawei France, to the Sky Engine Advisory Board, effective
November 1, 2020.
Mr. Wang’s broad business and markets knowledge and experience are adding huge value to the growth strategy of Sky
Engine AI opening new opportunities in our near-future expansion in the APAC region.
Mr. Yeming Wang was General Manager of Alibaba Cloud EMEA, the cloud computing arm of Alibaba Group. Joining Alibaba
Cloud in Aug 2016, he took on oversight of Alibaba Cloud Global business and has been leading the teams in Europe and
Middle East. Alibaba Cloud is among the world’s top 3 IaaS providers according to Gartner, and the largest provider of public
cloud services in China, according to IDC.
Mr. Wang has nearly two decades of experience in the Internet and IT industries. Prior to joining Alibaba, he took various senior management positions at Huawei, including President of Hutchison Global Key Account, CEO of Huawei France, Deputy
General Manager of Huawei Italy.

Yeming Wang, Advisory Board Member Sky Engine explains: “Sky Engine has a clear company mission to bring AI into
another level. It is an honour to join the Sky Engine Advisory Board, as the company ushers in the era of AI. I look forward to
being a part of the company’s continued success expanding the access to AI and computer vision around the world.”
Dr Bartek Włodarczyk, CEO Sky Engine, says: “We are proud to welcome Yeming Wang in the Sky Engine’s Advisory Board.
Yeming has a strong background and a track record of successes in the IT industry. He will be another valuable member of
the Sky Engine’s Advisory Board as the company continues on its path to become the global leader in AI solutions. We are
excited to leverage his strong experience to advise the company as it builds the future of Artificial Intelligence.”
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For further information, please contact:
Dr Bartek Włodarczyk, CEO
www.skyengine.ai

About Sky Engine
Sky Engine is an advanced data science technology and research company that develops innovative software solutions
to improve computer vision. The company markets the Sky Engine deep learning platform, which is the next-generation of
self-learning AI system for image and video analysis applications. The company was founded as a research and scientific
spin-off in UK.
About Sky Engine Platform
The Sky Engine evolutionary deep learning and ray tracing platform is designed to overcome the complex object recognition challenges of modern machine/computer vision. It represents the future of self-learning in artificial intelligence
technology, supporting efficient and cost effective workflows. Many image recognition tasks require acquisition of large
amounts of data and manual data labelling. Sky Engine is designed to replace that. Sky Engine efficiently drives self-learning processes and offers advanced features for object discrimination, workflow automation and adaptive deep learning.
Sky Engine is designed for tomorrow’s requirements in advanced analytics and decision support enabling AI business
transformation.
About Sky Engine client solutions
Sky Engine creates flexible and innovative AI vision solutions tailored to customer needs and supports a wide range of
industries, providing systems for a variety of data science needs, ensuring business partners get greater value from existing equipment.

More information about Sky Engine is available at www.SkyEngine.AI
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